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OV Toros & OVYSL
Social distancing-related camp modifications

Section 01
Procedures in place

01 Procedures in place
In order to create a safe camp, parents need to be informed of our new procedures prior to arriving at camp. Parents
will receive an email, with pertinent information including what to bring to camp (i.e. hand sanitizer) and informing
them exactly where to go when they get to the camp.

The parents are required to follow the following procedure:
- Check welcome email prior to camp for location. All programs are run at Morgan Hill Sports Complex, Condit
road, unless otherwise stated.
- Parents to drop player off and the player will self sign in at desk, following sign in procedure of head temp
check and hand sanitized.
- Wait in car until end of session or come back at end time, waiting in car until players are outside in the coned
wait area.

What is require to bring on
camp by a player:
- Hand santizer
- Soccer ball
- Water
- Soccer apparel
- A mask

What OV Toros FC will provide:
- Coaches
- Equipment e.g. cones (only to
be handled by coaches)
- Cleaning of equipment each day
- A fun positive experience

What the Morgan Hill Soccer
Complex will provide:
- Hand sanitizer stations
- Restroom facilities/portapotty
access

Section 02
Drop off and pick up
overview

02 Drop off overview
Each parent is required to drop oﬀ their child at the correct location of the complex parking lot, to maintain social
distancing. When the parent is dropping oﬀ their child, they need to make sure their child safely enters the correct
field.

Section 03
Self sign in and out (at
the check in desks)

03 Self sign in and out (outside of gated turf fields)
Players will be required to follow the set sign in and out
procedures:
- Player to put a mask on while heading over to the check in at
the desks.
- Players will wait on designated cone until all players have
arrived.
- Players will be collected from the drop off area at the end of
their camp day. The coach will walk all players through the exit
route and over to the parking lot drop off area.

Section 04
Coach and player field layout

04 Coach and player field layout
The diagram above shows how every OV Toros FC
Coach will layout his/her coaching field during the
camps. Each player will have a 10x10 grid in their
red playing zone. These grids will be pre set out by
the coach at the start of the day.
Each player will follow these procedures:
- Bring their own ball to use.
- Players will drop their bag off at their designated
cone and storage area.
- The players will stay within their grid for the whole
of the session, except when a bathroom break is
required or break.
- When a break is happening, the players will move
into the penalty box to their designated cone and
storage area.

Section 05
Coaches and wellbeing

05 Coach and player wellbeing
Coach and player wellbeing
Coaches and players will go through the following
procedures each day:
- Full time staff member of OV Toros FC will check
coach and player temperature on arrival with
electronic device to confirm appropriate body
temperature level.
- To wear a mask when at the field and complex,
unless otherwise stated.
- Cleaning of their equipment each day with
disinfectant spray.
- To communicate to the Full time staff member of
OV Toros FC each day on whether they have a
concern for a players or another coaches
wellbeing.

